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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2936 - 2937

The polar bear agent also handed the information to Levi Garrison: “Just this bit of
information, what can I find!”

They all looked at Levi Garrison suspiciously.

I don’t quite believe what he can do.

Levi Garrison took the information and looked at it. He smiled and said, “This information is
indeed limited! Your Sky Shield is indeed powerful. In such a short period of time, the whole
world has roughly found it!”

“But you also have overlooked points!”

Levi Garrison said this.

Everyone looked over.

“What do you mean? The point we overlooked?”

Agent Black Hawk asked anxiously.

Others are even more curious.

“Oh, yes!”

Levi Garrison looked at the people and said, “First, Doctor Dark is hidden among ordinary
people. Have you ever thought about his life as? To be more specific, what is his
profession…”
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Levi Garrison reminded everyone that while everyone was shocked, they responded one by
one.

The Black Hawk agent exclaimed, “Do you mean he is a doctor in reality?”

Levi Garrison smiled: “I heard that he loves to dissect all kinds of creatures and races! If he
lives among ordinary people and can perform dissections at all times, then the profession
of a doctor is the most suitable for him!”

“Yes, Doctor Dark was a doctor in his previous profession! In the lives of ordinary people, he
is likely to be a doctor!”

Agent Black Hawk exclaimed.

Others also showed ecstasy.

Determined the direction!

Before, it was headless flies crashing and searching blindly and directionlessly.

But this time is different.

There is a direction!

Regardless of whether Doctor Dark can be found in the end, at least there is a direction now.

Just look for a doctor according to his profession!

This is the general direction is determined!

“anything else?”

Agent Black Hawk asked excitedly.

As soon as this direction came out, he was already excited.

Others also hurriedly looked at Levi Garrison and asked the second point.
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“The second point, have you ever thought about which area the Dark Doctor is in?
Specifically, in which country?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“this……”

Agents Black Hawk and Agent Blade seemed to have all opened their minds at once.

There is a direction right away.

They are just looking for blindly all over the world!

I’ve been looking for the places where the gods’ laboratories have been or the traces left by
them.

I really haven’t thought about where Doctor Dark is.

When Levi Garrison reminded them, they immediately reacted.

Start thinking in this direction.

“Could it be in Daxia? After all, the three-year-old Gods Laboratory that disappeared was in
Daxia!”

The Polar Bear agent said.

“Impossible! If it were in Daxia, Mr. Ye must have noticed it!”

Agent Black Hawk said.

He looked at Levi Garrison and said, “Mr. Ye, just say it! Don’t hang our appetite!”

“Let’s put it this way, Doctor Dark is definitely not hidden temporarily! According to Da Xia’s
words-Da is hidden in the city!
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Doctor Dark has always lived among ordinary people, maybe decades or even hundreds of
years! Or longer! Everything about him may not have changed from beginning to end! This is
the hardest thing to find! “

After Levi Garrison reminded him.

The Black Hawk agent subconsciously said: “He is in the war eagle country!!!”

Chapter 2937

Agent Blade and others also blurted out: “He must have been working as a doctor in the
Eagle Nation!”

“It is estimated that he is still a very well-known doctor with a considerable social
background!”

…

After Levi Garrison’s on-demand broadcast, everyone responded one by one.

Now the direction is directly determined!

Search every doctor in the Eagle Nation.

“In fact, it is not necessarily the War Eagle Nation, but it must be around or related to the
War Eagle Nation!”

Agent Black Hawk added.

Levi Garrison nodded: “Follow this direction to find it, there is a high probability that you can
find it!”

“Well, although it is difficult for doctors to distinguish one by one, and Doctor Dark is
extremely vigilant, he may be able to know our actions soon!

So we need to plan well and carry out this task in secret! “
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Agent Black Hawk is very cautious, of course, based on the strength of Doctor Dark.

Must be cautious.

Otherwise, the Dark Doctor will react as soon as the investigation begins.

With a certain direction, everyone became excited.

I can’t wait to check it right away.

“I have to thank Mr. Ye!”

Agent Black Hawk smiled.

“I’m here, in addition to looking for Doctor Darkness, there is one more thing to look for you!”

When Levi Garrison said this, Agent Black Hawk’s face changed.

Bring Levi Garrison to the dark place.

I don’t want other people to hear it.

Even these people are confidants.

“I know what you want to ask… I don’t know, this is not something I can reach at my level!

I don’t know why. I also asked why they didn’t directly attack and destroy the world coalition
forces to dominate the world. But they retreated without telling me why! This is definitely
not something I can know…”

Agent Black Hawk spoke candidly.

Not just clinging to Levi Garrison.

Instead, he said his true thoughts-such as destroying the world coalition forces and
dominating the world.
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Therefore, Levi Garrison believed what he said.

And he also understood that Agent Black Hawk was still at that level.

“You are very smart and did not reveal my message to others!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

“But you are right! No matter how strong the Warhawk country is, it is easy to kill you if I
want to kill you! You know this by yourself!”

Levi Garrison added another sentence.

Agent Black Hawk smiled: “I’m afraid of death! I dare not!”

“Okay, go to the Dark Doctor! If you need my help, let me know!”

…

After everyone leaves.

Levi Garrison looked at the Eagle Nation in confusion.

What does it have?

Why is it easy to solve the laboratory of the gods?

It’s still so easy!

What kind of existence is this country?

What kind of power is behind…

Strange and familiar!

This is a free country, so there may be many similar to the laboratory of the gods.
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It’s just that the Lab of the Gods didn’t know it, and then inflated, thinking that it was in
control of everything, and was in control of the Warhawk Nation.

As everyone knows that he is the clown!

I thought that to solve the laboratory of the gods, Levi Garrison’s mission was completed.

Didn’t think…

More powerful is coming.

Moreover, there are still remnants in the laboratory of the gods, and Levi Garrison’s eyelids
have been jumping.

He knew that if he didn’t get the Dark Doctor out as soon as possible.

Then the danger will come again.

What Levi Garrison can do is to urge the safe island project.

Fortunately, all parties are working together now, and the speed is very fast, day and night in
progress.

And with a wealth of experience, the efficiency is very high.

It is expected that the construction of all safe island projects will be completed within one
month.

In addition, it is an investigation into the war eagle country.

Investigate why it has become so powerful?

But this is definitely a long-term process, don’t want to know the answer in a short time.

It seems that there are secrets in every place.
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